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Morality without God?Morality without God?

 ““If there is no God, there are no rights andIf there is no God, there are no rights and
wrongs that transcend personal preference.  wrongs that transcend personal preference.  ……
Moral judgments [are] purely subjective.  It isMoral judgments [are] purely subjective.  It is
self-evident and acknowledged by theself-evident and acknowledged by the
foremost atheist philosophers that if a moralforemost atheist philosophers that if a moral
God does not exist, neither does a universalGod does not exist, neither does a universal
morality.  Without God all we can have aremorality.  Without God all we can have are
opinions about moralityopinions about morality…”…”

-- Dennis-- Dennis Prager  Prager and Joseph and Joseph TelushkinTelushkin, , ““TheThe
Nine Questions People Ask About JudaismNine Questions People Ask About Judaism””



Morality Without God?Morality Without God?

 ““I cannot see how to refute the arguments forI cannot see how to refute the arguments for
the subjectivity of ethical values, but I findthe subjectivity of ethical values, but I find
myself incapable of believing that all that ismyself incapable of believing that all that is
wrong with wanton cruelty is that I donwrong with wanton cruelty is that I don’’t liket like
it.it.””

-- Bertrand Russell, 1960-- Bertrand Russell, 1960



Morality With God?Morality With God?

 Which God?Which God?
"When you encounter the unbelievers, strike off their heads, until"When you encounter the unbelievers, strike off their heads, until

ye have made a great slaughter among themye have made a great slaughter among them…”…” -- The  -- The QQ’’uranuran,,
sura sura 47:447:4

““Put away your sword, for those who live by the sword shall diePut away your sword, for those who live by the sword shall die
by the swordby the sword”” -- Matthew 26:52 -- Matthew 26:52

 How can we decide which godHow can we decide which god’’s morality tos morality to
follow without a standard that transcends God?follow without a standard that transcends God?



Is it moral because God says so,Is it moral because God says so,
or does God say so because it is moral?or does God say so because it is moral?

 This question was first raised by Socrates (via Plato,This question was first raised by Socrates (via Plato,
EuthyphroEuthyphro, 380BC), 380BC)

 If God says so because it is moral then moralityIf God says so because it is moral then morality
transcends Godtranscends God

 If itIf it’’s moral because God says so, then what makess moral because God says so, then what makes
morality morality ““goodgood””??
 Is it moral to kill unbelievers because Allah says so?Is it moral to kill unbelievers because Allah says so?
 What if God said it was OK to kill innocent children?What if God said it was OK to kill innocent children?



Moral IntuitionMoral Intuition

 Scripture requires interpretationScripture requires interpretation
““And he that And he that blasphemeth blasphemeth the name of the Lord, hethe name of the Lord, he

shall surely be put to deathshall surely be put to death…”…” -- Leviticus 24:16 -- Leviticus 24:16

Should we therefore institute the death penalty forShould we therefore institute the death penalty for
blasphemy?blasphemy?



Moral IntuitionMoral Intuition

““ThouThou shalt  shalt not make unto thee any gravennot make unto thee any graven
image, or any likeness of any thing that is inimage, or any likeness of any thing that is in
heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, orheaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or
that is in the waters beneath the earththat is in the waters beneath the earth””

-- Exodus 20:4-- Exodus 20:4

Are photographs immoral?  What about statuesAre photographs immoral?  What about statues
of the Virgin?of the Virgin?



Moral IntuitionMoral Intuition

 People have a People have a moral intuitionmoral intuition about right and about right and
wrong.  (So do some animals.)wrong.  (So do some animals.)

 This moral intuition has aspects that areThis moral intuition has aspects that are
universaluniversal across all religions and cultures across all religions and cultures
 Universal evilsUniversal evils

 Harming innocents, lying, stealingHarming innocents, lying, stealing

 Universal virtuesUniversal virtues
 Justice (including Justice (including punishment for transgressionspunishment for transgressions),),

honesty, charityhonesty, charity



Where does moral intuition comeWhere does moral intuition come
from?from?

 Two possibilities:Two possibilities:
1.  It came from God1.  It came from God

“…“…in the day ye eat [the fruit of tree of the knowledge ofin the day ye eat [the fruit of tree of the knowledge of
good and evil] then your eyes shall be opened, and yegood and evil] then your eyes shall be opened, and ye
shall be as gods knowing good and evil.shall be as gods knowing good and evil.”” -- Genesis -- Genesis
3:53:5

2.  It evolved 2.  It evolved ……  but how?  but how?



The PrisonerThe Prisoner’’s Dilemmas Dilemma

 The PrisonerThe Prisoner’’s Dilemma is a game:s Dilemma is a game:
 Two playersTwo players
 Two possible moves: cooperate or defectTwo possible moves: cooperate or defect
 Scores awarded according to the following table:Scores awarded according to the following table:

Both playersBoth players
get 1 pointget 1 point

P1 gets 5P1 gets 5
P2 gets 0P2 gets 0

P1P1
DefectDefect

P1 gets 0P1 gets 0
P2 gets 5P2 gets 5

Both playersBoth players
get 3 pointsget 3 points

P1P1
CooperateCooperate

P2 DefectP2 DefectP2 CooperateP2 Cooperate



Preliminary Observations on thePreliminary Observations on the
PrisonerPrisoner’’s Dilemmas Dilemma

 The PrisonerThe Prisoner’’s Dilemma is a simple model ofs Dilemma is a simple model of
social interactionsocial interaction

 It is It is notnot a zero-sum game, but a zero-sum game, but……
 Whatever your opponent chooses to do on anyWhatever your opponent chooses to do on any

given move, you given move, you alwaysalways do better  do better for yourselffor yourself
by defecting than by cooperatingby defecting than by cooperating

 Intuitively then, the rational DarwinianIntuitively then, the rational Darwinian
strategy is to always defect.strategy is to always defect.



One-shot One-shot vsvs. Iterated P.D.. Iterated P.D.

 Defection is indeed the best strategy for aDefection is indeed the best strategy for a
single round of P.Dsingle round of P.D

 The same is true for multiple rounds if theThe same is true for multiple rounds if the
number of rounds is known in advance.number of rounds is known in advance.

BUTBUT……
If the number of rounds is not known in advanceIf the number of rounds is not known in advance

then then there is no one best strategy!there is no one best strategy!



Iteration changes everythingIteration changes everything……

 Recall that in the single-round P.D. you always doRecall that in the single-round P.D. you always do
better by defecting no matter what your opponentbetter by defecting no matter what your opponent
does.  does.  This is not true for iterated P.DThis is not true for iterated P.D.!.!

 IfIf your opponent is using a strategy of (say)  your opponent is using a strategy of (say) tit-for-tattit-for-tat
(cooperate on the first move, then do whatever the(cooperate on the first move, then do whatever the
opponent did on the previous move) or  opponent did on the previous move) or  permanentpermanent
retaliationretaliation (cooperate until the first defection, then (cooperate until the first defection, then
defect for all subsequent moves) then your bestdefect for all subsequent moves) then your best
strategy is to always cooperate!strategy is to always cooperate!



Exploring the Iterated PrisonerExploring the Iterated Prisoner’’ss
Dilemma (IPD)Dilemma (IPD)

 Two Two possibilitespossibilites::
 Have people play the gameHave people play the game
 Use computer simulationsUse computer simulations

 Advantages of computer simulationAdvantages of computer simulation
 FasterFaster
 Allow dispassionate exploration of Allow dispassionate exploration of effectiveeffective

strategiesstrategies for playing IPD for playing IPD



First Computer IPD TournamentFirst Computer IPD Tournament
((Axelrod Axelrod 1980)1980)

 14 entries from five disciplines14 entries from five disciplines
 PsychologyPsychology
 SociologySociology
 EconomicsEconomics
 Political Political sciemcesciemce
 MathematicsMathematics

 Tournament was round-robin with cumulativeTournament was round-robin with cumulative
scoringscoring



Tournament ResultsTournament Results
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Tournament ResultsTournament Results

 Programs ranged from 4-77 lines of codePrograms ranged from 4-77 lines of code
 No correlation between score andNo correlation between score and……

 Program sizeProgram size
 DisciplineDiscipline

 The winner was TIT-FOR-TATThe winner was TIT-FOR-TAT
 Cooperate on the first move, then do whateverCooperate on the first move, then do whatever

your opponent did on the previous moveyour opponent did on the previous move
 This was the shortest programThis was the shortest program



NicenessNiceness

 Seven other programs did almost as well asSeven other programs did almost as well as
TIT-FOR-TAT.  What do they have inTIT-FOR-TAT.  What do they have in
common?common?

 NicenessNiceness  —— none of the eight  none of the eight ““winningwinning””
programs was ever the first to defectprograms was ever the first to defect

 None of the None of the ““losinglosing”” programs was  programs was ““nicenice””



KingmakersKingmakers

 Two Two ““nicenice”” rules will always play all-C rules will always play all-C
against each other, so relative rankings amongagainst each other, so relative rankings among
nice rules are determined by how they donice rules are determined by how they do
against non-nice rulesagainst non-nice rules

 Two of the non-nice rules determined theTwo of the non-nice rules determined the
rankings among the nice rulesrankings among the nice rules

 Both of these Both of these ““kingmakerskingmakers”” were complex were complex
rules based on statistical analysisrules based on statistical analysis



ForgivenessForgiveness
 At least three other rules would have won if they hadAt least three other rules would have won if they had

been entered:been entered:
 TIT-FOR-TWO-TATSTIT-FOR-TWO-TATS
 Revised DOWNINGRevised DOWNING
 LOOKAHEADLOOKAHEAD

 All these rules (and TIT-FOR-TAT) are All these rules (and TIT-FOR-TAT) are forgivingforgiving,,
that is, they do not defect more than their opponentthat is, they do not defect more than their opponent

 The worst of the The worst of the ““nicenice”” rules was the least rules was the least
““forgivingforgiving””



Second Computer IPDSecond Computer IPD
TournamentTournament

 All contestants in the second tournament were givenAll contestants in the second tournament were given
the results of the first tournamentthe results of the first tournament

 Sixty-two entries from six countriesSixty-two entries from six countries
 TIT-FOR-TAT won again!TIT-FOR-TAT won again!

 Revised DOWNING, which would have won the firstRevised DOWNING, which would have won the first
tournament, did not win the second!tournament, did not win the second!

 ““NicenessNiceness”” won again. won again.
 Of the top fifteen rules, all but one were nice.Of the top fifteen rules, all but one were nice.
 Of the bottom fifteen rules, all but one were not nice.Of the bottom fifteen rules, all but one were not nice.



Other features of top-rankedOther features of top-ranked
rulesrules

 Top rules were Top rules were easily provokedeasily provoked, that is, they, that is, they
did not allow many defections before defectingdid not allow many defections before defecting
themselvesthemselves
 Non-Non-provokable provokable rules were exploited by rulesrules were exploited by rules

designed to ferret out rules that were designed to ferret out rules that were ““too nicetoo nice””
 Top rules were Top rules were forgivingforgiving, that is, they did not, that is, they did not

continue to defect after their opponent startedcontinue to defect after their opponent started
to cooperateto cooperate



Dynamic EnvironmentsDynamic Environments

 The outcome of the first two tournaments wereThe outcome of the first two tournaments were
influenced by psychologyinfluenced by psychology
 Rules generated by humans who knew that other rulesRules generated by humans who knew that other rules

would be generate by humans (and, in the second round,would be generate by humans (and, in the second round,
who knew the outcome of the first round)who knew the outcome of the first round)

 To eliminate psychological effects, a thirdTo eliminate psychological effects, a third
““tournamenttournament”” was conducted where successful rules was conducted where successful rules
““reproducereproduce””
 This causes the This causes the ““environmentenvironment”” to change.  (Remember, to change.  (Remember,

there is no best rule in an absolute sense.)there is no best rule in an absolute sense.)



Dynamic EnvironmentsDynamic Environments

 Results:Results:
 All but 9 rules went All but 9 rules went ““extinctextinct”” almost immediately almost immediately
 Of those, three went extinct later on.  These threeOf those, three went extinct later on.  These three

tended to exploit rules that were tended to exploit rules that were ““too nicetoo nice””, but, but
when their when their ““preyprey”” died off, so did they. died off, so did they.

 Tit-for-tat won (of course)Tit-for-tat won (of course)



Simulated EvolutionSimulated Evolution

 Of course, these rules were still Of course, these rules were still ““designeddesigned””..
They did not evolve.They did not evolve.

 But evolution can be simulatedBut evolution can be simulated
 Rules can be represented as simple lookupRules can be represented as simple lookup

tables, so they can be randomly generated,tables, so they can be randomly generated,
““mutatedmutated””, and even , and even ““sexually bredsexually bred”” with each with each
other.other.



Simulated EvolutionSimulated Evolution

 Results: Tit-for-tat (or something very similar)Results: Tit-for-tat (or something very similar)
evolved evolved —— but only about 75% of the time. but only about 75% of the time.

 The other 25% of the time, rules evolved thatThe other 25% of the time, rules evolved that
were substantially more complex were substantially more complex and betterand better
than tit-for-tat!than tit-for-tat!

 Conclusion #1: evolution does not implyConclusion #1: evolution does not imply
““anything goesanything goes”” morality.   morality.  ““Anything goesAnything goes””
does notdoes not reproduce well! reproduce well!



Selfish GenesSelfish Genes
 Elements of Darwinian Evolution:Elements of Darwinian Evolution:

 ReproductionReproduction
 VariationVariation
 Natural selectionNatural selection

 But But whatwhat is being reproduced/varied/selected? is being reproduced/varied/selected?
 Individuals?Individuals?
 Species?Species?
 Families?Families?
 Communities?Communities?
 Genes?Genes?



Selfish GenesSelfish Genes

 Behavior that apparently violates DarwinianBehavior that apparently violates Darwinian
principles might be simply a result of aprinciples might be simply a result of a
misplaced focus of attention.misplaced focus of attention.

 What is bad (in the short term) for me as anWhat is bad (in the short term) for me as an
individual might be good (in the long term) forindividual might be good (in the long term) for
my species, my family, or my genes.my species, my family, or my genes.



Morality without God?Morality without God?

 ““If there is no God, there are no rights andIf there is no God, there are no rights and
wrongs that transcend personal preference.  wrongs that transcend personal preference.  ……
Moral judgments [are] purely subjective.  It isMoral judgments [are] purely subjective.  It is
self-evident and acknowledged by theself-evident and acknowledged by the
foremost atheist philosophers that if a moralforemost atheist philosophers that if a moral
God does not exist, neither does a universalGod does not exist, neither does a universal
morality.  Without God all we can have aremorality.  Without God all we can have are
opinions about moralityopinions about morality…”…”

-- Dennis-- Dennis Prager  Prager and Joseph and Joseph TelushkinTelushkin, , ““TheThe
Nine Questions People Ask About JudaismNine Questions People Ask About Judaism””



Morality Without God?Morality Without God?

 ““I cannot see how to refute the arguments forI cannot see how to refute the arguments for
the subjectivity of ethical values, but I findthe subjectivity of ethical values, but I find
myself incapable of believing that all that ismyself incapable of believing that all that is
wrong with wanton cruelty is that I donwrong with wanton cruelty is that I don’’t liket like
it.it.””

-- Bertrand Russell, -- Bertrand Russell, 19601960



Morality without God!Morality without God!

 Prager Prager andand Telushkin  Telushkin are mistakenare mistaken..
 Moral behavior is Moral behavior is behavior that reproducesbehavior that reproduces

well!well!
 To be more precise, genes that produce brainsTo be more precise, genes that produce brains

with moral intuitions (or instincts) reproducewith moral intuitions (or instincts) reproduce
better than genes that produce brains withoutbetter than genes that produce brains without
them.them.



Is it moral because God says so,Is it moral because God says so,
or does God say so because it is moral?or does God say so because it is moral?

 Genes that produce mechanisms to enforceGenes that produce mechanisms to enforce
moral behavior (i.e. religion) reproduce bettermoral behavior (i.e. religion) reproduce better
than genes that do not!than genes that do not!

 Darwinian theory (as informed by Darwinian theory (as informed by Axelrod Axelrod andand
Dawkins) predicts the evolution of religion (inDawkins) predicts the evolution of religion (in
an environment that contains creatures withan environment that contains creatures with
sufficiently large brains)sufficiently large brains)

 Recent result: Recent result: ““fairness centerfairness center”” identified in identified in
the brainthe brain



ConclusionConclusion

 Morality without God (or gods) is not possible,Morality without God (or gods) is not possible,
but not because God is a but not because God is a prerequisiteprerequisite for for
morality, but because God is a morality, but because God is a necessarynecessary
consequenceconsequence of the mechanism that produces of the mechanism that produces
morality!morality!
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